On January 30th at 5:00 PM PST, please join us in a special Amplifield (amplifield.com) Broadcast to launch the 20th anniversary celebrations of the Gandhi King Season for Nonviolence. Dr. Barbara Fields (AGNT) and Todd Goldfarb (amplifield.com) will host an unprecedented gathering of the leaders of the New Thought movement to discuss the “Season’s” 20th anniversary and the mission of engaged spirituality in the world today. Amplifield.com is an online interactive sacred gathering space that energizes our peace-building community and its programs to support a world that works through everyone.

Co-founded in 1998 by the Association for Global New Thought (AGNT), and Arun and Sunanda Gandhi of the MK Gandhi Institute for Nonviolence, this grassroots campaign is convened and directed by the Association for Global New Thought led by AGNT President and Season for Nonviolence co-chair, Rev. Dr. Michael Bernard Beckwith. During the past 20 years, groups in over 900 cities in 67 countries have participated.
Rev. Michael joins Jim Blake (CEO of Unity World headquarters at Unity Village) and Rev. Donna Johnson (President and CEO, Unity Worldwide Ministries), Dr. Kathy Hearn (former Spiritual Leader of Centers for Spiritual Living and Dean of the Holmes Institute School of Spiritual Leadership), Dr. David Goldberg (Publisher and Editor of *Science of Mind* Magazine), and The Reverend Dr. Sheila McKeithen, first elected president of the Universal Foundation for Better Living.

*On January 30th, go to amplifield.com a few minutes before 5:00 PM PST and sign-in FREE. You will then “enter” the Amplifield and enjoy a 60 minute experience of listening, meditating, and communicating, in real-time, with friends around the globe who share your passions and ideals for a more harmonious human family.*

Simply stated, the purpose of the Gandhi King Season for Nonviolence is to create an awareness of nonviolent principles and practice as a powerful way to heal, transform and empower our lives and communities. Through an educational and community action campaign, we honor those who use nonviolence to build a community that honors the dignity and worth of every human being. We are demonstrating that every person can move the world in the direction of peace through his or her daily nonviolent choice and action.

www.amplifield.com: The Amplifield is a web and mobile application that enables you to meditate and share intentions with people from all across the world. The app facilitates live, synchronized events and also provides a library of meditation music, audio technologies, and guided teachings to enhance meditation practice.

PLEASE SHARE THIS INVITATION AS WIDELY AS POSSIBLE

*KEEP THE FAITH
BE THE CHANGE*